VACC NE INFO
C R I T I C A L FA C T S E V E R Y O N E S H O U L D K N O W
PHYSICIANS and scientists worldwide are warning humanity that millions of people have died from the covid
PHYSICIANS
vaccines. In the past 20 years, many attempts were made to develop a safe coronavirus vaccine, but they all failed:
the animals in the tests always died! While testing the covid shots, all animals died again, so they stopped
testing! An untested medical experiment is now imposed on humanity, for an illness with a survival rate of 99.7%,
and for which several 100% effective cures exist. See all the evidence here: StopWorldControl.com

SIDEEFFECTS
EFFECTS
SIDE

usually manifest years after a vaccination, but with this covid vaccine, millions of
people have already been permanently disabled by this injection. Data from the CDC shows that in
the U.S. alone thousands die every month. A whistleblower from the CDC signed a sworn affidavit that the true number of adverse events is at least five times higher then what is being reported.
This means that tens of thousands die monthly from the vaccines, in the U.S. alone! Worldwide, that number
is many times higher, and in the coming years this will explode, as it takes years for most adverse events to manifest.
That’s why 56% of all U.S. physicians refuse the shot. The U.K. government has hired a company to process the
extremely high number of vaccine adverse events. See all the evidence for this here: StopWorldControl.com

CURES
CURE for COVID-19 have been aggressively suppressed by media & governments. Physicians who successfully
treat covid patients are censored & banned. World-renowned biophysicist Andreas Kalcker works with 5,000
physicians & has helped saved millions of lives - yet he was banned from Facebook, Twitter and Youtube, and his
book was removed from Amazon. Listen to this censored scientist: StopWorldControl.com/cds

DON’THIDE
HIDE from the truth.
DON’T

Dare to see what is really going on, so you can defend your life and that of your
beloved ones. We work with the world’s leading scientists, lawyers and medical experts, to share this critical
information. Please listen, as your life depends on it. Visit StopWorldControl.com today!
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